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September 2002

Paul Tash,
editor and
president of
the St. Petersburg Times,
chats with
USF President Judy
Genshaft and
Ralph Wilcox,
interim. VP
and CEO of
USFSt.
Petersburg,
during an
Aug. 21
reception for
Bill Heller.

Document delegates additional power to USF St. Petersburg
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USF St. Petersburg moved several
steps closer to autonom y last month
w ith app roval of changes to an
agreement between the USF Board of
Trustees and the USFSP Campus
Board.
The revised Memorandum of
Agreement delegates power to the
Campus Board "for the efficient
operation and improvement of the
campus." in addition, the Campus
Board was given the authority to take
the actions necessary in order for
USFSP to receive separate accreditati on.
The new agreement specifically
makes USFSP responsible for "academic matters including curriculum,
personnel and s ludent processes."
Accreditation for USFSP degree

programs will continue in effect
through the campus' affiliation with
USF Tampa. However, each academic
program at USF St. Petersburg may
now seek national accreditation while
the campus continues to seek its
separate accredita tion from SACS.
The MOA leaves open the possibility of establishing an separately
funded emollment plan for USFSP.
Until that happens, President Genshaft
retains the ability to adjust the budget
for the enrollment plan "in consultation with the USFSP CEO."
USFSP will have jurisdiction over
academic programs and course
scheduling. The campus also can
establish new bachelor's and master's
programs.
-Buddy Baker

New fund raiser joins staff

Campus graduates 19-year-old

Jolm Collin.s has been appointed
executive d irector of Campus Advancement for USF St. Petersburg.
Collins is primarily involved in majorgift fundraising for the campus.
Collins is a veteran fundraiser
wh o comes to USFSP from Arizona
State University West in Phoenix.
ASU is the fourth largest multicampus university in the country.
Highlights of h.is five years as Vice
Provost for Institutional Advancement
there include successfully completing
a capital campaign, establishing an
annual scholarship benefit which
spotlighted diversity through music,
and beginning a Voltmteer Center
which caused ASU West to be named
Arizona's only "University of Promise" by Colin Powell's America's
Promise organization. During Collins'
tenure, ASU West became known as
the community parh1ersh.ip campus.
Previously Collins served as Vice
President for Institutional Advancement at Berklee College of Music in
Boston, the largest college of contemporary music in the world. He
conducted international (especially
Japanese) corporate and fo undation
cultivation and solicitation efforts and
helped establish many international
corporate partnerships. Prior to
Berklee, Collins was Director of
Alumni Relations at Emerson College.
Before moving into fundraising,
Collins' career was in performing arts
management. He was Managing

By September, most 19-year-old
college students are beginning to
settle into the routine of classes. Viet
Dang, howeve1~ completed her
degree and eager to latmch her career
in computer teclmology.
Dang was the yotmgest student
who graduated from the University
of South Florida St. Petersburg in
August. She received a bachelor's
degree in Managem ent Information
Systems.
Dang attended fall, spring, and
summer classes at USF St. Petersburg
for the past two years. She took only
one and a half years to complete
classes for her AA degree at St.
Petersburg Junior College. Dang also
went through the Early Graduation
Option at Osceola High School.
Dang says her speedy trek
through the halls of academia wasn't
caused by her love of school.
"During the sununer, I didn't
have anything to do, so I went to
school," she says. "Tlike to keep
myself busy all the time."
She describes herself as an
"average" student in high school. She
maintained a 3.5 to 3.7 grade point
average since high school. ''I'm not
smart or anything," Dang claims. "I
just try harder than other people."
About 207 students from USF St.
Petersburg took part in joint graduation ceremonies Aug. 10 at the Sun
Dome.

John Collins, the new executive
director of Campus Advancement, dances
with Edna Ruth Johnson in the Campus
Activities Center. Johnson is an alumna
and supporter ofUSF St. Petersburg.
Director of the Arena Theatre at Tufts
University, and also Artistic Director
of the Boston Mime Theatre.
Collins and his wife, Mary Ellen, a
freelance writer and former Arizona
Repllblic columnist, now reside in. the
Old Northeast part of St. Petersburg.
"We moved here to be active
members of the community," says
Collins. "To be able to walk downtown, and on to the campus, is just
what we have been looking for. And
to be able to work for an institution
that is already a respected and integral
part of the community will certainly
help in raising the funds we need to
serve our studen ts."

-

Buddy Baker

CEO Ralph
Wilcox watches
student Brian
Palik shovel
dirt on a pond
cypress during a
tree-planting
ceremony Sept.
11 in memory of
the thousands of
people who lost
their Lives
during the
tragedies of
Sept. 11 , 2001.

Bill Heller, right, talks to students
standing in line to eat at an Aug. 29
barbeque luncheon marking his departure
after 10 years as vice president and CEO.
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USF professor and Israeli researchers find new planetary laws
Boris Galperin, a USF marine scientist, looks to the skies to solve planetary puzzle.
How did planets like Jupiter and
Saturn get their stripes? Professors at
the University of South Florid a St.
Petersburg and Ben-Gurion University of the Negev in Israel believe they
ha ve answered the long-standing
p uzzle and in the process discovered a
new law of physics.
USF associate professor Boris
Galperin., a physical oceanographer,
working with Semion Sukoriansky
and Nadejda Dikovskaya of Ben
Gurian University, has identified the
physical law that governs the atmospheric turbulence that results in the
dark lines in the outer layers of the
giant gaseous planets of Jupiter and
Saturn and the ice planets of Neptun e
and Uranus.
"This new law," they write in a
summary of their work, "is of fundamental importance not only in the
theory of two-dimensional turbulence
but also in atmospheric sciences and
planetology."
Even amatem astronomers with
inexpensive telescopes have long been
aware that the markings on the largest
planets in ow· solar system are caused
by trains of clouds transported by
organized, steady atmospheric
currents. On eaxth, turbulence caused
by solar heating and the collision of
wind currents w ith land masses
disrupts atmospheric flows. The
resulting loss of energy prevents the
formation of circulating, global cloud
bands. In the thin atmospheres of gas
giants, however, energy dissipation is

small, and some of the sun's energy
is gradually collected in stable,
global jets that trap clouds and form
planeta ry stripes.
For a long time, scientists have

"This new law," the
researchers write in a
summary of their work,
"is ojfundamental importance not only in the
theory of two-dimensional
turbulence but also in
atmospheric sciences and
planetology."
su sp ected that the interaction
between planetary rotation and
large-scale turbulence governs the
banded circulations on giant planets.
Galperi:n and Sukoriansky quantified
this phenomenon, fow1d an equation
that characterizes the d istribution of
energy among different scales of
motion and arrived at simple formulae that characterize bas ic energetic
characteristics of gian t planets'
circula tions.
The model helps explain the
paradoxical observation that the
outer planets have stronger atmospheric flows, even th ough th e

en ergy provided by the sw1 to maintain
such flows decreases with increasing
distance from the sun. The researchers
have fow1d that the atmospheres of
distant planets dissipate even less
energy than their warmer sisters.
Energy loss is driven in part by
small-scale turbulence caused by the
sun's heat. Therefore, while the outer
planets receive less energy from the sun,
they keep more of the energy they
receive. This finding explain s why
Nephme has the strongest atmospheric
circulation of all the gas giants even
though it is the farthest of the bunch
from the sun. "If the dissipation is
small, even a miniscule forcing can spin
up a very strong circulation over a long
time," w rite Galperin and Sukoriansky.
In developing their calculations
from which they reached their conclusion, they derived a ma them atical
equation from which the total kinetic
energy of atmospheric circulation on
giant plane ts ca n be derived. The
equation relates the amount of energy in
these atmospheric currents to the
planet's radius, the speed at which it
turns, and the munber of jets.
The scientists' findings are outlined
in their article, "Universal Spectrum of
Two-Dimensional Turbulence on a
Rotating Sphere and some Basic Features of Atmospheric Circulation on
Giant Planets," which is published in
the September issue of "Physical Review
Letters," the top scientific journal for the
physical sciences.

Interim Campus
Executive Officer Ralph
Wilcox addresses USF
St. Petersburgfaculty
on Aug. 23, only a few
days before formally
assuming leadership of
the campus.
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Faculty publications

FACULTY AND STAFF NEWS

Welcome new faculty

Graphics program takes off

The fall semester began with the
addition of 15 new faculty members.
(Note: Some faculty listed previously
have worked at the campus in different capacities.)
College of Arts and Sciences:
Assistant professors- Jessica
Cabness, social work;
Dawn Cecil, criminology; Bamali
Dixon, geography;
Visiting assistant professorsKathleen Carvalho, ESP-chemistry;
Barbara Hubbard, graphic design;
Kristie Swain, mass communication;
Visiting instructor- Lucy Karl, art;
Counselor I advisor - Beatrice Smith
Visiting counselor- Anthony Rycerz.
College of Business Administration:
Instructors- Martina K. Bers, finance;
Richard Moss, economics; Kim
Nelson, marketing; Bruce Teague,
management; Visiting instructorsTed Bahn, IS/DS; Leonard Deadman,
marketing; Greg DeCosmo, IS/OS;
Doreen Sams, marketing; Peter
Summers, IS/DS.
College of Education:
Assistant professor - Maria E.
Martin, childhood education; Brianne
Reck, educational leadership;
Visiting assistant professorBarbara Lewis, instructional technology; Ann Lee, educational leadership;
Instructor- Gwyn Lightsey,
childhood education;
Visiting instructor- Lynette
Fields, educational leadership

Since the summer of 2001, Dr.
Barbara Hubbard has been quietly at
work setting up one of USF St.
Petcrsbmg's newest degree programs. Thirteen new courses were
written and sequenced. This fall, her
work will culminate with the enrollment of 20 students intent on
earning a Bachelor of Fine Arts in
Studio Art degree with a concentration in graphic design.
Hubbard said she received more
than 30 app]jcations for the fledgling
program, which began this semester,
without any marketing effort. She
accepted only 20 junior-level students.
Pre-requisite classes are offered
through the College of Visual and
Performing Arts at USF Tampa.
Comses cover typography,
layout, digital, media, graphics,
video technology, print and digital
reproduction processes and professional practices. Because most
graphic products arc now produced
using electronic software, all students are required to purchase or
lease a Macintosh laptop computer.
Hubbard received a doctorate in
higher education administration
from USF in 2001 after a commercial
career that included running her
own design company. She also holds
a master's degree in fine arts.
Dean Kohrs, an adjunct professor, will teach classes on multimedia
systems. Sheramy Bundrick will
teach classes in art history.

Editor's Note: To submit your news,
email kurelik@stpt.usf.edu

Members of
the Eckerd
College sailing
team round a
bouy with
Georgia Tech
close behind in
tlte South
Points regatta
Sept. 14 hosted
by USF St.
Petersburg. The
USF varsity
team won.
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Tina Neville and Deborah Henry,
USF St. Petersburg Poynter Library
faculty, along with librarian Bruce
Neville from the University of New
Mexico, have coauthored Scie11ce and
Tecltnolog1) Research: Writing Strategies
for Students, published by Scarecrow
Press.
Primarily a handbook for science
students, the book discusses research
methodology, prin t and electronic
information sources for science,
technology and engineering, and
evaluation of resources. Science and
Technology Research may also serve as a
textbook for science related information literacy courses.
"Sale-Leasebacks Revisited: The
Old and the New of Federal Tax Law,"
an article by James Fellows, business
administration, and Michael A. Yuhas,
was published in the Summer 2002
edition of "Real Estate Law Journal."

Staffer interviewed by Povich
Danita O'Neill of Financial Aid
flew to New York Aug. 20 to appear on
the nationally syndicated television
talk show "Maury." Host Mamy
Pavich interviewed her about her
experience as a domestic abuse victim.
Danita underwent her second plastic
surgery in June to remove deep facial
scarring she received in a brutal attack
in 2000 by her ex-husband.
A date for the interview to be aired
had not been annow1ced by press time.
Sheri Beaudreau, who formerly
managed the campus fitness center, has
taken a part-time job with Physical
Plant in order to spend more time with
daughter Adrienne, born Oct. 4, 2001.
Beaudreau began working at USFSP as
a lifeguard in 1987 and was promoted
to senior specialist in 1990 when she
opened the fitness center.
Also in Physical Plant, Randy Ligi
h as been hi red as coordinator of
Custodial Services. He came to USFSP
from Graduate School University
Center, City University of New York.
He has extensive experience in custodial management and a university
setting. Randy Rankin, electrician,
joined Physical Plant after transferring
to USFSP from theTampa campus.
-

